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POWER
YOUR
PATH 
TO THE
CLOUD In today’s ever-evolving world of technology and

security, companies are left with two options: get

digital or get left behind. Traditional legacy IT systems

are often outdated, unnecessarily complex, difficult to

align with internal processes, and very costly to

maintain. Migrating from a legacy system to a modern,

cloud-based solution is a necessary transition in order

to achieve the level of automation, efficiency, and

success needed to advance your federal agency.

The benefits of ITSM modernization and service

provider consolidation

An overview of what a fully integrated cloud system

could look like

The best practices to follow when converting to and

implementing a cloud environment

IN THIS BLUEPRINT, YOU WILL LEARN:
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KEEP UP WITH FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
Many government agencies are being mandated to migrate

to the cloud — but given little direction on how to do so.

Pharicode operates our Microsoft Azure GovCloud

environments at Impact Level 5 authorization  and our

accredited consultants specialize in all the necessary areas

to ensure your cloud ITSM system is built securely in order

to comply with all federal requirements.

SAVE MONEY & RESOURCES
Maintaining your IT system and onboarding new users can

become increasingly more difficult when you’re running on

outdated platforms — especially if the person who

developed them is no longer involved. Modern cloud

platforms enable you to easily keep your system and users

up-to-date on changes, enhancements, and advancements.

MODERNIZE AND CONTINUOUSLY EVOLVE
A modernized cloud IT platform allows you to take

advantage of all the capabilities of new technologies. With

pre-designed business automation and workflows, your

system can instantly inherit improvements and processes

with a task-based, service-oriented architecture. In addition,

cloud systems are constantly evolving and being updated,

ensuring your team is functioning at its most secure and

efficient levels.

ADVANTAGES OF MOVING TO 
A CLOUD-BASED PLATFORM
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-government/documentation-government-overview-dod


CONSOLIDATED IT SERVICES
With ServiceNow and Microsoft Azure, you can use

built-in best practices to rapidly consolidate your

inefficient tools to a single system of action in the

cloud. Your team will use a single platform for

managing portfolio strategy, project delivery, team-

based backlogs, releases, and changes.

CENTRALIZED AUTOMATED 
SERVICE MANAGEMENT
You can leverage the inherent capabilities of

ServiceNow ITSM, such as virtual agents and machine

learning, to augment staff, automate routine tasks,

and improve user experiences — all in one single

space. Coupled with Microsoft Azure GovCloud

capabilities, you can also Manage public and private

cloud infrastructure using a consistent single system

of record.

WHAT YOUR SERVICENOW
CLOUD INSTANCE COULD
LOOK LIKE
With a Microsoft Azure GovCloud deployment of ServiceNow, you
can build a customized system that perfectly serves the needs of
your agency. A well-planned migration and implementation leads to:
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ELASTIC GROWTH
The ServiceNow platform is designed to fit your needs

so it can grow and evolve with your required usage.

This helps optimize resource costs and keeps your

agency functioning efficiently.

AN ELEVATED
EXPERIENCE FOR USERS
IT is no longer viewed as a cost center, but now as a

strategic and essential part of your agency. With a

single, cloud-based platform, you can leverage the

skills and experience of IT to create and deliver

automation throughout your organization — and rest

peacefully knowing your processes are being taken

care of for you. Through a rich, self-service portal, you

can allow users to request and track their issues and

resources in one place.

NEW INSIGHTS AND DATA
Receive full visibility with built-in dashboards and
analytics providing real-time, actionable information to
continually improve services.
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Chart A Clear Path
to the Cloud

Map out your processes, what’s working vs. not working in your

current system, and do an in-depth analysis of how your information

and processes will fit into the new system.

A passionate team will help increase the rate of user adoption

within your organization. Make sure the right team members and

stakeholders are in the room during workshops and meetings that

involve important decision-making to ensure clear communication

throughout the development and implementation processes.

Motivate Your
Project Team and

End Users

Avoid Over-
Customization and
Over-Complication

Stay as close to the out-of-the-box functionality as possible.

Research the capability and functionality you are looking for prior to

building or customizing within the system — the platform probably

already has the capabilities you are considering to build.

BEST PRACTICES FOR
MOVING YOUR LEGACY
SYSTEM TO THE CLOUD

Leave the Past
Behind

You’re implementing a new system for many reasons, so features

and functionality will be and should be different. Educate your users

on how your new cloud system may do things differently, but still

produces the same results.
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SPECIALIZED EXPERTS
Our team of engineers, consultants, developers, and architects
know how to successfully design, develop, and deploy secure and
efficient IT solutions. We are well-versed in the government’s
security controls and requirements, and ensure your IT system
meets the criteria of the Risk Management Framework and receives
the necessary Authority to Operate.

We deploy a full managed security stack which provides all
necessary security control capabilities to meet accreditation
standards:

McAfee HBSS (Virus Scanning, Host-based Intrusion Prevention)
Splunk (Log Analytics, Log Repository/Retention, Dashboards
and Reporting, Security/Audit Event Monitoring)
Chef (Configuration Management
Tenable Continuous View/Nessus (Vulnerability 

BIGIP F5 (Cloud Boundary Device)
Load Balancing
Web Proxy
Access Policy Management
Smart Card Authentication Capability

Scanning and Reporting)

THE TOP PARTNER 
FOR YOUR JOURNEY 
TO THE CLOUD
Pharicode is a Premier ServiceNow Partner and Gold Microsoft Partner which

means we provide an exceptional level of service in every migration, integration,

and service we perform. Work with our team of trusted business process

analysts, technical architects, and developers to chart a clear path toward 

a successful ServiceNow cloud implementation.
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WHITE-GLOVE SERVICE
When it comes to IT, one size does not fit all. We’ll
work hand-in-hand with you to customize your
cloud environment to fit your company’s needs and
best serve your employees.

CONTINUED SUPPORT
After implementation, we continue to oversee and
perform scheduled maintenance to ensure your
cloud platform is secure and operating at its best.
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ADDITIONAL CLOUD
PLATFORMS 
AND PHARICODE
PARTNERSHIPS

GET IN TOUCH
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